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Right-wing populist politics has found a sizable audience on social media

globally. The digital landscape - designed around small bites of

information as opposed to extensive research - has made way for

political conversations devoid of nuance. Communication via 280

characters or short videos, has inevitably led to provocative and

sensationalized rhetoric which does not necessarily reflect reality. This,

combined with the recent rise of right-wing governments globally and

negligible accountability by multi-billionaire tech platforms, journalists

find themselves increasingly vulnerable to attacks from right-wing

political personalities as well as their following. 

Over the past few weeks, a stark reminder of digital vulnerabilities for

those holding power accountable unfolded in Canada. According to our

findings, the country proved to be the most hostile virtual space for

women journalists in September. At least 18 women journalists received

vile and threatening emails after right-wing politician Maxime Bernier

tweeted a provocative message to his followers. Displeased by their

coverage of his work, and their line of inquiry, Bernier encouraged his

supporters to “play dirty”, sparking a violent and targeted harassment

campaign. He even went so far as to publish the email addresses of some

of the journalists online, exposing them to online abuse. Although Twitter

later suspended Bernier’s account for violating its information privacy

policy and reactivated it only after Bernier deleted the incendiary tweets,

the damage was done. His tweets paved the way for hostile attacks

against journalists.
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Over the past week, the Coalition For Women In Journalism reported

extensively on the issue. We were alerted to this issue after Christy Somos,

who was specifically mentioned in Bernier’s tweet, came forward. Shortly

afterwards, Saba Eitizaz approached our organization to report the

multiple vile messages she received as well. From thereon, it appeared a

floodgate had opened on Twitter, with several Canadian journalists

coming forward with screenshots of the extremely vile, gendered and

racist hate mail they were sent. The targeted journalists included

Ashleigh-Rae Thomas, Shireen Ahmed and Angela Sterritt, among others.

Find below the twitter accounts of women journalists who received these

hateful emails according to CFWIJ data:
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https://twitter.com/EVYSTADIUM/status/1443379460355633154?t=88FHlUhsMSzY3gQfiWyCMA&s=19
https://twitter.com/OmayraIssa/status/1442849709069119492?t=Z8QOlDyZWIxH06P3fn8HyA&s=19
https://twitter.com/sarahrosepetz/status/1442854095069630478?t=xxgk-e25G0HWLi6ySXVJkw&s=19
https://twitter.com/elishadacey/status/1443219613706248194?t=ef87MgHyoSxUgkY0TBCJrw&s=19
https://twitter.com/JenStDen/status/1443287050136944640?t=5Gv41WTcZXLtqF9cgKk9gw&s=19
https://twitter.com/bethanylindsay/status/1442567915434295297?t=s3A05ozDq8b0vQ42ThxF5A&s=19
https://twitter.com/abbyjneufeld/status/1442528404981620737?t=BzeXy5E-jzIr9UzkLHEByg&s=19
https://twitter.com/sabaeitizaz/status/1442567063688466435?s=19
https://twitter.com/jbernstien/status/1442533414175789056?t=IwLD2QwI3SVHbykrfOdAqA&s=19
https://twitter.com/rumneeek/status/1442591021783605250?t=XIZ7h0hj9NH7dzME938sqQ&s=19
https://twitter.com/sarahcrgr/status/1442532496290160648?t=CTYwr4AM8kNE6ah6pBFqlw&s=19
https://twitter.com/anandiisen/status/1442670746027786246?t=WWruaeuV6FTbXRg83L1VRw&s=19
https://twitter.com/OliviaBowden__/status/1443235768579788806?s=19
https://twitter.com/C_Somos/status/1440796753419137027?t=9dEjx5vPBBGn1SItFaJ_lA&s=19
https://twitter.com/AngelaSterritt/status/1444430154772615168?s=19
https://twitter.com/ashleighraet?t=2ppjFpfgughrD_iYeg1BLg&s=09
https://twitter.com/_shireenahmed_
https://womeninjournalism.org/cfwij-press-statements/canada-cfwij-condemns-the-sexist-online-attacks-against-journalist-christy-somos
https://womeninjournalism.org/cfwij-press-statements/canada-cfwij-demands-swift-investigation-into-the-death-threats-against-saba-eitizaz
https://womeninjournalism.org/cfwij-press-statements/canada-cfwij-condemns-the-organized-troll-campaign-against-women-journalists-and-journalists-of-color
https://womeninjournalism.org/cfwij-press-statements/canada-ashleigh-rae-thomas-amongst-journalists-targeted-in-the-online-troll-campaign-cfwij-condemns-the-attacks-against-women-journalists-and-journalists-of-color
https://womeninjournalism.org/cfwij-press-statements/canada-two-more-women-journalists-of-color-targeted-as-deeply-racist-organised-hate-campaign-escalates


Several journalism support groups have condemned the recent wave of

attacks that followed Bernier’s provocative tweets. The Canadian Association

of Journalists has since issued a comprehensive statement and demanded

investigations into the matter. The Canadian Association of Black Journalists

issued a statement as well. It does not escape anyone’s notice that those

targeted were largely women journalists and/or journalists of color. The

widespread bullying and abuse of journalists is not only unethical but also

criminal. Especially when those messages are based on hateful rhetoric

targeting the race, gender and sexual orientation of the journalists. Not only is

it an attack on democratic principles and the free press but also puts at risk

the multiculturalism that the country boasts of.

CFWIJ spoke to journalist Elisha Dacey about what occurred. "This is a

symptom of a larger issue and that is misogyny and toxic masculinity on the

internet," she said. 

When asked what kind of response she would like to see, Elisha said, "This is

the result of 'fake news' mentality. We need the RCMP to take it seriously, we

need the police to understand how inherently threatening it is. And I don't

think they do."

On the impact of instances like these, she added, "Media groups are finally

paying attention to the mental health of their journalists. And now it is time

for the police and politicians to stand up."

"All Canadians who value what journalists do need to stand up and say it. I

am so grateful for the support we have gotten as a response to this hate

campaign," she added.

https://twitter.com/caj/status/1443217267035189249
https://twitter.com/CABJMedia/status/1444376739266895876


We also reached out to Saba Eitizaz. This is not the first time Saba has

been threatened and harassed. “I am in exile because of threats from [my

home country] Pakistan. And now to receive the same kind of highly

sexualised abuse and threats in Canada as well where I came to be safe

is obviously very disturbing,” she told CFWIJ.

Saba believes that journalists of colour are being targeted more

frequently in connection with the racially charged atmosphere of

Canada’s election season. It is getting more toxic on social media, she

said. “Over the past few weeks far-right and anti-vaxxer groups have

been growing in Canada in an echo of what we saw in the United States

on January 6. They all have common threads.” 

Saba said that similar sort of threatening emails, containing sexualised

and racist vitriol, were sent to multiple women journalists in recent days.

The timing and the dangerous labelling of women of colour as “traitors”

indicates an organized smear campaign against certain journalists, she

added.



CFWIJ extends its complete support to the journalists being targeted and

joins the calls for a thorough investigation into the issue. The attacks

appear to be coordinated and planned and the law enforcement

authorities need to hold accountable those behind it. We condemn the

actions of Maxime Bernier, whose reckless and insensitive tweets led to

the entire press community feeling vulnerable to hate and threats. But we

also understand that the issue runs deeper. The news media industry

needs to find a way to protect journalists digitally, and tech giants need

to take responsibility for the kind of political vitriol their platforms are

enabling. A much larger conversation needs to take place on why

journalists become the first scapegoats of right-wing populist leaders,

and what real-world measures can be put in place to protect them.

Especially if they belong to groups that are already sociopolitically

vulnerable. 
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